AD-COAT

Stone Protective Treatment

AD coat is not a product intending for surface waterproofing.
It penetrates deep into the stone materials and decreases water absorption.
Then it becomes possible to protect stone materials against absorbing water,
discoloration by moisture from the backside, efflorescence, and dirt.

Characteristics:

1. It prevents the dirt from the surface, discoloration by absorbing water from the backside, as well as efflorescence,
just by coating on the surface.
2. There is no effect on the adhesion of the backside or cement since it will be applied to the surface
of the stone rather than the backside.

How to use
1. Dry the stone completely

If the stone is wet, wait until the stone dry or use a burner to dry it.
If the stone contains moisture, AD Coat can’ t form the protection layer inside the stone and protect the stone.

2. Impregnate the stone with AD Coat evenly using a brush or roller.
Do not use a spray to impregnate.
The protective layer can’ t be formed if the amount of AD Coat impregnated is less.

For the mirror polish of granite, apply 100cc/ ㎡ . For the limestone, apply 200cc/ ㎡ .

3. Leave it for 15 minutes after applied.
Let the AD Coat form the protection layer inside the stone.

In the hot place, leave it shorter. Please wipe the AD Coat with thinner if there are mottled pattern on surface.

4. Wipe the stone with clean cloth

After 15minites, wipe the non-permeated AD-Coat with clean cloth. For the dark colored stone, wipe it gently. For the mirror finish,
wipe the surface fully until there is no rainbow color on the surface. Please do this step exactly, if not, there will be mottled pattern on the surface.
The surface hardening will take about 12 hours. Please be careful of the rain. If it rains before hardening, AD Coat will be ineffective.

NOTE:

1. Dry the stone completely. If the stone contains moisture, AD coat can’ t form the protective layer.
2. If the amount of AD Coat is too little, it will be ineffective.
3. In a hot place, wipe the surface in a short time. If the surface is hardened, use thinner to wipe off.
4. Use the clean cloth to wipe of completely. For the darker color stone, wipe it until the rainbow color disappears.
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